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africanus trilogy volume 1
(Download Only)
musaicum books presents to you this carefully created volume of the
greatest works of j m barrie 90 titles in one volume illustrated
edition this ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest
digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices contents
peter pan adventures peter pan in kensington gardens peter and wendy
peter pan or the boy who wouldn t grow up when wendy grew up novels
better dead when a man s single auld licht idylls a window in thrums
the little minister sentimental tommy tommy and grizel the little
white bird farewell miss julie logan a tillyloss scandal life in a
country manse lady s shoe short stories a holiday in bed and other
sketches two of them and other stories other short stories
inconsiderate waiter the courting of t nowhead s bell dite deuchars
the minister s gown shutting a map an invalid in lodgings the mystery
of time tables mending the clock the biggest box in the world the
coming dramatist the result of a tramp the other times how gavin birse
put it to mag lownie the late sherlock holmes plays ibsen s ghost jane
annie walker london the professor s love story the little minister a
play the wedding guest little mary quality street the admirable
crichton what every woman knows der tag the tragic man dear brutus
alice sit by the fire a kiss for cinderella shall we join the ladies
half an hour seven women old friends mary rose the boy david pantaloon
the twelve pound look rosalind the will the old lady shows her medals
the new word barbara s wedding a well remembered voice essays neither
dorking nor the abbey charles frohman a tribute courage preface to the
young visiters captain hook at eton the man from nowhere woman and the
press a plea for smaller books boy s books the lost works of george
meredith the humor of dickens sir james matthew barrie 1860 1937 was a
scottish novelist and playwright best remembered today as the creator
of peter pan this volumes reintroduces critics film musicologists
cinemagoers and fans of francis ford coppola s cinema and nino rota s
music to the events that led to the realization of the three films
that make up the godfather trilogy commenting on their significance
both musically this epic trilogy by robert harris includes his
bestselling novels imperium lustrum and dictator imperium compellingly
written in tiro s voice imperium takes us inside the violent
treacherous world of roman politics to describe how one man clever
compassionate devious vulnerable fought to reach the top lustrum from
the discovery of a child s mutilated body through judicial execution
and a scandalous trial to the brutal unleashing of the roman mob
lustrum is a study in the timeless enticements and horrors of power
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dictator riveting and tumultuous dictator encompasses some of the most
epic events in human history yet is also an intimate portrait of a
brilliant flawed frequently fearful yet ultimately brave man a hero
for his time and for ours this is an unforgettable collection from a
master storyteller this ground breaking study offers the first full
length critical examination of h diel s doxographi graeci 1879
focussing on the doxographer aëtius whose work diels reconstructed
from various later sources diel s theory is analysed revised and
improved at significant points this ground breaking study offers the
first full length critical examination of h diel s doxographi graeci
1879 focussing on the doxographer aetius whose work diels
reconstructed from various later sources diel s theory is analysed
revised and improved at significant points the book rediscovers two of
the main seeds of western culture the exodus and the odyssey which are
entwined within the book by both a common link with egypt and a review
of ancient chronology they were both antecedents to the rise of
christianity which is at the heart of western culture it was inspired
by a desire to understand the spiritual message of the odyssey which
required both geographical and spiritual interpretations of the poem
linked to this was a desire to understand the political context of the
trojan story which required resolving the false hiatus in the
archaeology of troy this resulted in a new paradigm for understanding
ancient chronology which revealed the stories behind the exodus and
the location of the garden of eden writing the book has been a long
and eventful journey longer than odysseus 19 years away from home the
book is written in five parts low chronology based on the
identification of menophres with thutmose iii and of the bubastite
portal s reference to shoshenq s participation in the battle of qarqar
the egyptian third intermediate period is shortened by 120 years with
a pharaoh ruling from tanis and subordinate kings at bubastis and
thebes the exodus using the low chronology and genealogical
information and dates provided by the bible it is demonstrated that
the story of the exodus is a combination of two events being the
exodus of the hyksos led by abraham in 1406 bc following the eruption
of thera and the exodus of the atenist levite priests led by moses in
about the first year of tutankhamun 1204 bc the story of abraham also
reveals the location of the garden of eden in the heartland of the
levant radiocarbon dating the process that created the
dendrochronology based radiocarbon calibration curve is demonstrated
to be a flawed non scientific process that relied upon circular
arguments the odyssey by comparing the life and work of archilochus to
both the odyssey and the iliad it is shown that archilochus must have
been the author of the odyssey the allegory within the odyssey is also
discussed to provide both geographical and spiritual interpretations
of the poem western culture the two main streams of western culture
ancient greece and christianity are shown to have had their
foundations in the stories surrounding the trojan war the spiritual
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message of the odyssey and the influences of egypt on greece and
judaism it is shown how greek and jewish religions were fused to
create the gospels and contributed towards modern astrology winner of
the pulitzer prize and new york times bestseller in the first volume
of his monumental trilogy about the liberation of europe in world war
ii pulitzer prize winner rick atkinson tells the riveting story of the
war in north africa the liberation of europe and the destruction of
the third reich is a story of courage and enduring triumph of calamity
and miscalculation in this first volume of the liberation trilogy rick
atkinson shows why no modern reader can understand the ultimate
victory of the allied powers without a grasp of the great drama that
unfolded in north africa in 1942 and 1943 that first year of the
allied war was a pivotal point in american history the moment when the
united states began to act like a great power beginning with the
daring amphibious invasion in november 1942 an army at dawn follows
the american and british armies as they fight the french in morocco
and algeria and then take on the germans and italians in tunisia
battle by battle an inexperienced and sometimes poorly led army
gradually becomes a superb fighting force central to the tale are the
extraordinary but fallible commanders who come to dominate the
battlefield eisenhower patton bradley montgomery and rommel
brilliantly researched rich with new material and vivid insights
atkinson s narrative provides the definitive history of the war in
north africa the essays in this collection are written to make readers
re consider what is possible in africa the essays shake the tree of
received wisdom and received categories and hone in on the
complexities of life under ecological and economic constraints yet
throughout this volume people do not emerge as victims but rather as
inventors engineers scientists planners writers artists and activists
or as children mothers fathers friends or lovers all as future makers
it is precisely through agents such as these that africa is futuring
rethinking living confronting imagining and relating in the light of
its many emerging tomorrows this is a revised edition of chinua achebe
1980 a critical study of the most widely known african writer which
now incorporates a discussion of his most recent work including his
major new novel anthills of the savannah the study examines the
context in which he writes that complex intermingling of his own igbo
society and european colonialism before undertaking a critical
discussion of the five main novels his poetry and short stories
throughout there is an underlying concern with achebe s system of
values and the pressure on them through periods of colonialism
independence political disillusionment and civil war the author
finally seeks to relate achebe s career to the role of the african
writer a subject on which the novelist has written at length in this
provocative work noted social and economic theorist graeme d snooks
exposes fatal flaws in the foundations of the darwinian theory of
evolution which he deems an artificial algorithm as well as the neo
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darwinian synthesis adopted by many social scientists utilizing the
historical method snooks develops a remarkable replacement theory of
evolution which he calls the dynamic strategy theory while the neo
darwinian position places too great an emphasis on genetic change
giving rise to untenable but popular concepts such as the selfish gene
and fails to explain the fluctuating fortunes of life s most
successful species mankind snooks framework starts by systematically
observing the broad patterns of life and human society the resultant
realist theory of life posits life as a strategic pursuit rather than
a game of chance in which organisms adopt dynamic strategies only one
of which is genetic change to survive and prosper organisms and
species progress is achieved through strategic selection a concept
that displaces the divine selection of creationists and the natural
selection of darwinists this new theory reveals the organism as
empowered rather than as the plaything of gods genes or blind chance
and it provides a new basis for humanism in the 1380s and 90s nicolò
and antonio zen journeyed from venice up the north atlantic
encountering warrior princes fighting savage natives and just possibly
reaching the new world a full century before columbus the story of
their adventure travelled throughout europe from the workshop of the
great cartographer mercator to the court of elizabeth i for centuries
the brothers were international celebrities until in 1835 the story
was denounced as a tissue of lies and the zens faded into oblivion but
was it a hoax what if these venetian navigators really made their
incredible journey intrigued by the myth andrea di robilant sets out
to discover the truth about the zen voyages following in their
footsteps his quest to solve one of venice s most intriguing mysteries
takes him on a fascinating journey of his own from the crumbling
palazzo zen in venice to the orkney islands shetland the faroes
iceland and even as far as an isolated monastery in greenland part
history part travelogue venetian navigators is a charming tale of
great journeys fine detective work and faith against the odds 紀元前15世紀
彗星が地球に大接近して太陽は停止し 海水は山と盛り上がった さらに前8世紀には 彗星に軌道を乱された火星の接近により さらなる宇宙大災変が起
こる 旧約聖書をはじめとする 世界各地に伝わる神話 伝説 古記録などを渉猟してその事実 を大胆に論証し 欧米に大論争を巻き起こした問題の書
a revised and updated edition of a popular and widely used text travel
has been defined as one of humankind s primary and universal
activities this interdisciplinary collection of essays calls attention
to the extent to which travel and tourism have permeated our lives and
our society the contributors introduce a wide range of intellectual
perspectives through which travel culture is defined from classic
literature to travel diaries from commercial films to home photography
this study of travel culture includes both high and low art ウェルギリウスはダン
テを導いて海浜より登り たえず右に道をとりつつ門内外の各圏 各地を歴程して遂に楽園に達し ベアトリーチェ現わるるに及びて去る 両詩人が海浜に
立ちてよりダンテが楽園の水を飲むに至るまでに経過せる時間は三昼夜と約七時間なり adult books are categorized by
genre i e fiction mystery science fiction nonfiction along with
bibliographic information the expected date of publication and the
names of literary agents for individual titles are provided starred
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reviews serve several functions in the adult section they mark
potential bestsellers major promotions book club selections and just
very good books in the children s section they denote books of very
high quality the unsigned reviews manage to be discerning and
sometimes quite critical from the meditteranean coast through four
mountain ranges to the empty sand and scrub of the sahara explore this
extraordinary country with the rough guide to morrocco it contains
insider tips and colour sections on architecture markets shopping
festivals and music plus expanded coverage of marrakesh the full
colour section introduces the best morrocco has on offer from the blue
washed walls of chefchaouen to the vibrant craft displays of the souks
you will find evocative accounts of all the main sights including
casablancaʹs art deco architecture to the unique djemaa el fna in
marrakesh and the ancient monuments of fes as well as practical
information on trekking in the high atlas surfing on the atlantic
coast and camel riding in the desert be inspired by dozens of photos
and explore every corner with the clearest maps of any guide updates
entries already published and supplements the dictionary of literary
biography series with entries on newly prominent writers paideia
romana cicero s tusculan disputations takes a new look at an unloved
text of the western canon to reveal it as a punchy and profoundly
original work arguably cicero s most ingenious literary response to
the tyranny of caesar the book shows how the tusculans much lambasted
literary design critically isolated prefaces and overlooked didactic
plot start to cohere once we read the dialogue for what it is not a
latin treatise on greek philosophy but a roman drama on education with
a strong political subtext the first chapter the form enigmas and
answers tries to make sense of those features of the work that
scholars have found baffling or disappointing such as the nondescript
characters the uncertain genre or the lack of setting chapter 2 the
prologues in tyrannum and cultural warfare analyses how cicero in his
prologues to the five individual books situates his desire to create
and teach a latin philosophy within wider contexts in particular the
dictatorship of caesar and the intellectual traditions of greece and
rome the final chapter 3 the plot teacher and student explores the
pedagogy enacted in the dialogue as a form of constructive outreach
addressed to a future generation of roman aristocrats with its
emphasis on rhetoric literary artistry and historical context the
present volume breaks with earlier scholarship on the tusculans and
thereby makes a significant contribution to the on going reassessment
of cicero s thought and authorial practice
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The Greatest Works of J. M. Barrie: 90+ Titles in One Volume
(Illustrated Edition) 2017-10-16 musaicum books presents to you this
carefully created volume of the greatest works of j m barrie 90 titles
in one volume illustrated edition this ebook has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices contents peter pan adventures peter pan in
kensington gardens peter and wendy peter pan or the boy who wouldn t
grow up when wendy grew up novels better dead when a man s single auld
licht idylls a window in thrums the little minister sentimental tommy
tommy and grizel the little white bird farewell miss julie logan a
tillyloss scandal life in a country manse lady s shoe short stories a
holiday in bed and other sketches two of them and other stories other
short stories inconsiderate waiter the courting of t nowhead s bell
dite deuchars the minister s gown shutting a map an invalid in
lodgings the mystery of time tables mending the clock the biggest box
in the world the coming dramatist the result of a tramp the other
times how gavin birse put it to mag lownie the late sherlock holmes
plays ibsen s ghost jane annie walker london the professor s love
story the little minister a play the wedding guest little mary quality
street the admirable crichton what every woman knows der tag the
tragic man dear brutus alice sit by the fire a kiss for cinderella
shall we join the ladies half an hour seven women old friends mary
rose the boy david pantaloon the twelve pound look rosalind the will
the old lady shows her medals the new word barbara s wedding a well
remembered voice essays neither dorking nor the abbey charles frohman
a tribute courage preface to the young visiters captain hook at eton
the man from nowhere woman and the press a plea for smaller books boy
s books the lost works of george meredith the humor of dickens sir
james matthew barrie 1860 1937 was a scottish novelist and playwright
best remembered today as the creator of peter pan
Nino Rota's The Godfather Trilogy 2010 this volumes reintroduces
critics film musicologists cinemagoers and fans of francis ford
coppola s cinema and nino rota s music to the events that led to the
realization of the three films that make up the godfather trilogy
commenting on their significance both musically
The Cicero Trilogy 2016-10-06 this epic trilogy by robert harris
includes his bestselling novels imperium lustrum and dictator imperium
compellingly written in tiro s voice imperium takes us inside the
violent treacherous world of roman politics to describe how one man
clever compassionate devious vulnerable fought to reach the top
lustrum from the discovery of a child s mutilated body through
judicial execution and a scandalous trial to the brutal unleashing of
the roman mob lustrum is a study in the timeless enticements and
horrors of power dictator riveting and tumultuous dictator encompasses
some of the most epic events in human history yet is also an intimate
portrait of a brilliant flawed frequently fearful yet ultimately brave
man a hero for his time and for ours this is an unforgettable
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collection from a master storyteller
Asian and African Studies 1984 this ground breaking study offers the
first full length critical examination of h diel s doxographi graeci
1879 focussing on the doxographer aëtius whose work diels
reconstructed from various later sources diel s theory is analysed
revised and improved at significant points
Asian and African Studies 1984 this ground breaking study offers the
first full length critical examination of h diel s doxographi graeci
1879 focussing on the doxographer aetius whose work diels
reconstructed from various later sources diel s theory is analysed
revised and improved at significant points
Aëtiana 2016-06-21 the book rediscovers two of the main seeds of
western culture the exodus and the odyssey which are entwined within
the book by both a common link with egypt and a review of ancient
chronology they were both antecedents to the rise of christianity
which is at the heart of western culture it was inspired by a desire
to understand the spiritual message of the odyssey which required both
geographical and spiritual interpretations of the poem linked to this
was a desire to understand the political context of the trojan story
which required resolving the false hiatus in the archaeology of troy
this resulted in a new paradigm for understanding ancient chronology
which revealed the stories behind the exodus and the location of the
garden of eden writing the book has been a long and eventful journey
longer than odysseus 19 years away from home the book is written in
five parts low chronology based on the identification of menophres
with thutmose iii and of the bubastite portal s reference to shoshenq
s participation in the battle of qarqar the egyptian third
intermediate period is shortened by 120 years with a pharaoh ruling
from tanis and subordinate kings at bubastis and thebes the exodus
using the low chronology and genealogical information and dates
provided by the bible it is demonstrated that the story of the exodus
is a combination of two events being the exodus of the hyksos led by
abraham in 1406 bc following the eruption of thera and the exodus of
the atenist levite priests led by moses in about the first year of
tutankhamun 1204 bc the story of abraham also reveals the location of
the garden of eden in the heartland of the levant radiocarbon dating
the process that created the dendrochronology based radiocarbon
calibration curve is demonstrated to be a flawed non scientific
process that relied upon circular arguments the odyssey by comparing
the life and work of archilochus to both the odyssey and the iliad it
is shown that archilochus must have been the author of the odyssey the
allegory within the odyssey is also discussed to provide both
geographical and spiritual interpretations of the poem western culture
the two main streams of western culture ancient greece and
christianity are shown to have had their foundations in the stories
surrounding the trojan war the spiritual message of the odyssey and
the influences of egypt on greece and judaism it is shown how greek
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and jewish religions were fused to create the gospels and contributed
towards modern astrology
Aëtiana. 1. The sources 1990 winner of the pulitzer prize and new york
times bestseller in the first volume of his monumental trilogy about
the liberation of europe in world war ii pulitzer prize winner rick
atkinson tells the riveting story of the war in north africa the
liberation of europe and the destruction of the third reich is a story
of courage and enduring triumph of calamity and miscalculation in this
first volume of the liberation trilogy rick atkinson shows why no
modern reader can understand the ultimate victory of the allied powers
without a grasp of the great drama that unfolded in north africa in
1942 and 1943 that first year of the allied war was a pivotal point in
american history the moment when the united states began to act like a
great power beginning with the daring amphibious invasion in november
1942 an army at dawn follows the american and british armies as they
fight the french in morocco and algeria and then take on the germans
and italians in tunisia battle by battle an inexperienced and
sometimes poorly led army gradually becomes a superb fighting force
central to the tale are the extraordinary but fallible commanders who
come to dominate the battlefield eisenhower patton bradley montgomery
and rommel brilliantly researched rich with new material and vivid
insights atkinson s narrative provides the definitive history of the
war in north africa
Seeds of Western Culture 2024-01-01 the essays in this collection are
written to make readers re consider what is possible in africa the
essays shake the tree of received wisdom and received categories and
hone in on the complexities of life under ecological and economic
constraints yet throughout this volume people do not emerge as victims
but rather as inventors engineers scientists planners writers artists
and activists or as children mothers fathers friends or lovers all as
future makers it is precisely through agents such as these that africa
is futuring rethinking living confronting imagining and relating in
the light of its many emerging tomorrows
The Plantation 1957 this is a revised edition of chinua achebe 1980 a
critical study of the most widely known african writer which now
incorporates a discussion of his most recent work including his major
new novel anthills of the savannah the study examines the context in
which he writes that complex intermingling of his own igbo society and
european colonialism before undertaking a critical discussion of the
five main novels his poetry and short stories throughout there is an
underlying concern with achebe s system of values and the pressure on
them through periods of colonialism independence political
disillusionment and civil war the author finally seeks to relate
achebe s career to the role of the african writer a subject on which
the novelist has written at length
An Army at Dawn 2007-05-15 in this provocative work noted social and
economic theorist graeme d snooks exposes fatal flaws in the
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foundations of the darwinian theory of evolution which he deems an
artificial algorithm as well as the neo darwinian synthesis adopted by
many social scientists utilizing the historical method snooks develops
a remarkable replacement theory of evolution which he calls the
dynamic strategy theory while the neo darwinian position places too
great an emphasis on genetic change giving rise to untenable but
popular concepts such as the selfish gene and fails to explain the
fluctuating fortunes of life s most successful species mankind snooks
framework starts by systematically observing the broad patterns of
life and human society the resultant realist theory of life posits
life as a strategic pursuit rather than a game of chance in which
organisms adopt dynamic strategies only one of which is genetic change
to survive and prosper organisms and species progress is achieved
through strategic selection a concept that displaces the divine
selection of creationists and the natural selection of darwinists this
new theory reveals the organism as empowered rather than as the
plaything of gods genes or blind chance and it provides a new basis
for humanism
African Futures 2022-02-28 in the 1380s and 90s nicolò and antonio zen
journeyed from venice up the north atlantic encountering warrior
princes fighting savage natives and just possibly reaching the new
world a full century before columbus the story of their adventure
travelled throughout europe from the workshop of the great
cartographer mercator to the court of elizabeth i for centuries the
brothers were international celebrities until in 1835 the story was
denounced as a tissue of lies and the zens faded into oblivion but was
it a hoax what if these venetian navigators really made their
incredible journey intrigued by the myth andrea di robilant sets out
to discover the truth about the zen voyages following in their
footsteps his quest to solve one of venice s most intriguing mysteries
takes him on a fascinating journey of his own from the crumbling
palazzo zen in venice to the orkney islands shetland the faroes
iceland and even as far as an isolated monastery in greenland part
history part travelogue venetian navigators is a charming tale of
great journeys fine detective work and faith against the odds
Chinua Achebe 1990-05-15 紀元前15世紀 彗星が地球に大接近して太陽は停止し 海水は山と盛り上がった さらに前8世紀
には 彗星に軌道を乱された火星の接近により さらなる宇宙大災変が起こる 旧約聖書をはじめとする 世界各地に伝わる神話 伝説 古記録などを渉猟
してその事実 を大胆に論証し 欧米に大論争を巻き起こした問題の書
The Collapse of Darwinism, Or, The Rise of a Realist Theory of Life
2003 a revised and updated edition of a popular and widely used text
Venetian Navigators 2011-03-03 travel has been defined as one of
humankind s primary and universal activities this interdisciplinary
collection of essays calls attention to the extent to which travel and
tourism have permeated our lives and our society the contributors
introduce a wide range of intellectual perspectives through which
travel culture is defined from classic literature to travel diaries
from commercial films to home photography this study of travel culture
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includes both high and low art
Encyclopaedia Britannica Volume 1 1900 ウェルギリウスはダンテを導いて海浜より登り たえず右に道をとり
つつ門内外の各圏 各地を歴程して遂に楽園に達し ベアトリーチェ現わるるに及びて去る 両詩人が海浜に立ちてよりダンテが楽園の水を飲むに至るまで
に経過せる時間は三昼夜と約七時間なり
衝突する宇宙 2014-03-10 adult books are categorized by genre i e fiction
mystery science fiction nonfiction along with bibliographic
information the expected date of publication and the names of literary
agents for individual titles are provided starred reviews serve
several functions in the adult section they mark potential bestsellers
major promotions book club selections and just very good books in the
children s section they denote books of very high quality the unsigned
reviews manage to be discerning and sometimes quite critical
What Do I Read Next? 2001 from the meditteranean coast through four
mountain ranges to the empty sand and scrub of the sahara explore this
extraordinary country with the rough guide to morrocco it contains
insider tips and colour sections on architecture markets shopping
festivals and music plus expanded coverage of marrakesh the full
colour section introduces the best morrocco has on offer from the blue
washed walls of chefchaouen to the vibrant craft displays of the souks
you will find evocative accounts of all the main sights including
casablancaʹs art deco architecture to the unique djemaa el fna in
marrakesh and the ancient monuments of fes as well as practical
information on trekking in the high atlas surfing on the atlantic
coast and camel riding in the desert be inspired by dozens of photos
and explore every corner with the clearest maps of any guide
Everyday Life in the Muslim Middle East 2002 updates entries already
published and supplements the dictionary of literary biography series
with entries on newly prominent writers
Book Review Digest 1953 paideia romana cicero s tusculan disputations
takes a new look at an unloved text of the western canon to reveal it
as a punchy and profoundly original work arguably cicero s most
ingenious literary response to the tyranny of caesar the book shows
how the tusculans much lambasted literary design critically isolated
prefaces and overlooked didactic plot start to cohere once we read the
dialogue for what it is not a latin treatise on greek philosophy but a
roman drama on education with a strong political subtext the first
chapter the form enigmas and answers tries to make sense of those
features of the work that scholars have found baffling or
disappointing such as the nondescript characters the uncertain genre
or the lack of setting chapter 2 the prologues in tyrannum and
cultural warfare analyses how cicero in his prologues to the five
individual books situates his desire to create and teach a latin
philosophy within wider contexts in particular the dictatorship of
caesar and the intellectual traditions of greece and rome the final
chapter 3 the plot teacher and student explores the pedagogy enacted
in the dialogue as a form of constructive outreach addressed to a
future generation of roman aristocrats with its emphasis on rhetoric
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literary artistry and historical context the present volume breaks
with earlier scholarship on the tusculans and thereby makes a
significant contribution to the on going reassessment of cicero s
thought and authorial practice
Travel Culture 1998-06-30
Index Islamicus 2007
Irrigation Civilizations 1955
The Publishers Weekly 1998
ダンテ神曲 1953-03
The Open Shelf 1927
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art 1894
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science, Art, and Finance
1894
Kirkus Reviews 1988
The Scottish Educational Journal 1958
Social Science Monographs..., 1955- 1957
Chronicle: Official Organ of the Federated Colored Catholics of the
United States 1956
The New York Times Book Review 1970
A Current Bibliography on African Affairs 2003
The Mississippi Quarterly 1998
Morocco 1993
The Columbia Encyclopedia 1964
Dictionary of Literary Biography 1990
AB Bookman's Weekly 1988-05
Antiquarian Bookman 1957
Cambridge classical journal 2007
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